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DEATH OF CMOS !!!!
Death of CMOS is inevitable ... but not yet ...not just yet ....
CMOS will be replaced by something else, but, for a common person's use that change is 4 
to 5 decades away.

The name CMOS is abbreviation for Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor. But, the 
word CMOS has more meaning to most people than the name it represents. CMOS is 
technology that transforms sand into chips that do magical tasks, and are backbone of all 
electronics. Electronics, that powers behemoths like supercomputer down to a smart phone 
(such as iPhone) and even further down to electronics in a sub-dollar toy singing lullaby to 
a new born baby. Most electronic gadgets, big or small, owe its existence to CMOS. I have 
tried it many times and experienced that the phrase "Complementary Metal Oxide 
Semiconductor" is difficult to explain except for the most curious physics enthusiasts. 

So let's stick with CMOS.

For past 2 decades, we have witnessed many experts projecting end of life for CMOS within 
a few years. But, so far powered by human zeal for innovations, CMOS has become only 
more prevalent.
CMOS will keep scaling down to 10 picometer (0.1 Angstrom) or even smaller in next 4-5 
decades before it gets replaced by Quantum device or something else. Machines, 
materials, procedures and techniques will be invented to make it happen. 
CMOS has proven to be resilient against many challenges. 

We have overcome many challenges such as wavelength limitations(OPC, patterning), gate 
oxide stress  and threshold voltage limitations (metal-oxide gate, doping, implants, Multi-
Vt), channel and source-drain conduction limitations (doping and doping gradients, 
LDD/MDD/HDD, salicide, stressed/strained silicon), interconnect speed limitations 
(aluminum, copper wires, dielectric improvements) channel leakage problems (3D 
transistors, Metal gate) etc. 
New technical challenges will arrive and we'll overcome them.

Of course there are risks ....
One of the biggest risk is the lack of competition fueled by  business consolidation. In past 
2 decades we have seen significant slow down in momentum for semiconductor 
innovations. Thanks to bold vision of one visionary, the smartphone chips have kept the 
innovations for process scaling alive. Innovations in high speed and low power has more or 
less stalled for past 2 decades. I attribute that to lack of competition. But arrival of AI 
computers will pretty much take care of this problem. In near and distant future, we'll see 
more innovations in CMOS speed and low power. 
Other risk is global non-cooperation among scientists. This can be caused by many factors 
including political eco-system.
However,  risks that apply to CMOS also apply to alternative technologies as well. Means, 
CMOS will remain a dominant force for electronics at any given time.. for long time to 
come..

So what about quantum computing? 
We'll talk in next post:-)

#ML #CMOS  #ai #artificialintelligence #electronics # #computerchips #semiconductor 
#MachineLearning
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Vikram B.  

Aren’t we reaching the physical size limits of an atom when going below 1
nm? Interesting that you mention we can go upto 10 pico. Need a refresher I
guess 

😃
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Ayonam Ray  

GP Singh, Don't you think that we may have a Q-bit controlled tri-state sys-
tem sooner than the 4 - 5 decades that you have projected? I was thinking
that all that is needed is to find a way to detect the magnetic spin in the
electron and a way to set it to the desired direction.
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Siddharth Deshwal  

Interesting!
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Narendra Sisodia  

Interesting! I like
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Swapnil S..  

Great piece!
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Rose Dave  

Thanks for sharing the thought
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Subhomoy Chattopadhyay  

Well said GP!
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CES2022 - Was great. 
So many people from around the world appreciated our hard work and achievements. 
THANK YOU!!  from our team at Ambient Scientific Inc.
And in my parents language - See you again soon!!! (Translation from original in Sanskrit 
पुनिमर् लामह)
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2nd day of CES  was even more busy for us. Today is the last day. Visit us at 
booth 9614 North Hall LVCC. 
Today (Jan 7th) is the last day!!!
Ambient Scientific Inc. 
 #ai  #artificialintelligence #machinelearning #embeddedsystems #OnDeviceAI 
#alwaysonAI
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CES is ON!! 1st day - Ambient Scientific Inc.  team have been extremely busy. 
Come visit us before the show winds up ! 
It’s busy. And it’s busting with excitements. 
Booth 9614 North hall. 
 #ai  #artificialintelligence  #ondeviceai #alwaysonai #embeddedsystem
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As Ambient Scientific Inc. makes its journey into future, interesting events are unfolding...
But for this week-CES is ON!!!. Visit us at CES booth # 9614 LVCC (TECH East), Las Vegas 
Jan 4th-7th. 
#machinelearning #AI #OndeviceAI #embeddedsystems #inference 
#artificialintelligence #AIProcessor
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SUN - The Destroyed Village!!!!
GP Singh on LinkedIn
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To be frank, this is not appropriate both for Intel and Govt. of India. (Actually, except for 
USA and China Govt. large grants to a  foundry makes little sense for any other Govt). Intel 
should not chase Govt. money other than from USA! (I am open to discuss this in detail!)
A foundry provides little employment by itself. Without a well developed eco-system, a 
foundry is no more than a contract manufacturer - at the very bottom of the food chain with 
little or no leverage. A captive foundry is worse! To get a grant from any Govt. Intel needs to 
paint a rosy picture of  employment and electronic eco-system boost as a result. Both are 
untrue! Especially for a country that lacks electronic eco-system. Very soon the host 
country will realize the problems. Semiconductor foundry is not a significant catalyst of 
employment or electronics sovereignty without support of layers at the top of the food 
chain (In order of importance - system products, advanced pkg and PCB system production 
& testing, chip products, materials). This would cause long term tension and distrust with 
risk of becoming political. Long term risk for Intel too. Not worth it.
Manufacturing, assembly and testing of pkg followed by systems, is a much better start! 
#AI #artificialintelligence #machinelearning #OnDeviceAI #AlwaysOnAI #EmbeddedAI 
#EdgeAI #computersystems #microprocessors
Ambient Scientific Inc.
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Intel planning semiconductor manufacturing unit in India as govt rolls out incentives

Intel, is planning to set up its semiconductor manufacturing unit in India. The US-
based chipset maker announcement came in the back drop of recent Union Cabinet’s 
decision on semiconductors that will encourage research and innovation in the sector 
and also boost manufacturing, strengthening the 'Aatmanirbhar Bharat' programme. 
The Minister for IT and Electronics, Ashwini Vaishnaw, welcomed Intel to India by 
tweeting. He wrote, “Intel - welcome to India." 
The Union Cabinet approved a ₹76,000-crore policy boost for semiconductor and 
display manufacturing ecosystem in the country in a bid to position India as a global 
hub for hi-tech production.
Announcing the decision of the Cabinet, Ashwini Vaishnaw observed that electronics 
plays an important role in everyday life, and semiconductor chips forms a crucial part 
of electronics.

Source: https://lnkd.in/gQzMjZ2A
#semiconductor #semiconductorindustry #manufacturing #technology 
#computerchips #china #india #engeneering
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Intel's foundry expansion in USA has many indirect but gigantic socio-political impacts 
worldwide.
(1) Good for Science: First of all, assuming that it executes in areas of design and 
manufacturing well, the Chip giant gets its foothold in lead position. Intel had been the 
pioneer in semiconductor manufacturing for decades (except the past decade :-)). It would 
be great for Intel to get in that saddle again. Why? Because Intel builds one of the most 
complex Micro Chip. Strengthened by its manufacturing advantages, it would be able to 
push the boundaries of computer science again - assuming it can execute on all fronts. 
Means its good for computing science as a whole.
(2) Good for Taiwan: Due to concentration of chip manufacturing leadership, Taiwan as a 
country has become a hot bed of potential conflicts and multi dimensional treacherous 
ambitions. History is a witness, that monopoly of such critical capabilities, from spices to 
oil, can only attract pain and suffering for the population. This is highly undesirable for 
masses of Taiwan. Distribution of cutting edge chip manufacturing capabilities outside 
Taiwan protects the common public from unnecessary political attention and spending.
(3) Good for TSMC: Such competition would help TSMC to invent the foundry capabilities 
both for feature miniaturization and high speed. Currently the foundry innovations are 
concentrated on miniaturization. A healthy competition will boost their excellent inventive 
capabilities even more.
I think it is in TSMC's interest to help Intel succeed. I am more than confident that Intel's 
capabilities would not reduce TSMCs profits and revenue but rather increase it. (I am 
available for a debate on this topic :-))
(4) Global growth without fear: Electronic gadgets are integral part of our lives. And, they 
have a looooong way to go. By democratizing electronics design and productization 
capabilities, a healthy competition is established without fear from political ambitions and 
trade restrictions. 
As comparison - It's' just like growing corn - Since, everyone can grow it wherever they are, 
no one fights about owning the particular corn fields. Everyone focuses how they can grow 
more themselves to increase production. 

At Ambient Scientific Inc. we believe in use of science for betterment of world around as 
while enriching our own lives.

I hope that financial world sees Inte's initiative not only as a vehicle of Intel's growth but 
World Growth as a whole. 

#semiconductor #ambientscientific #ai#artificialintelligence #machinelearning#embedde
dsystems #embedded #microcontrollers#microprocessors
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Intel's foundry expansion in USA has many indirect but gigantic   socio-political impacts 
worldwide.
(1) Good for Science: First of all, assuming that it executes in areas of design and 
manufacturing well, the Chip giant gets its foothold in lead position. Intel had been the 
pioneer in semiconductor manufacturing for decades (except the past decade :-)). It would 
be great for Intel to get in that saddle again. Why? Because Intel builds one of the most 
complex Micro Chip. Strengthened by its manufacturing advantages, it would be able to 
push the boundaries of computer science again - assuming it can execute on all fronts. 
Means its good for computing science as a whole.
(2) Good for Taiwan: Due to concentration of chip manufacturing leadership, Taiwan as a 
country has become a hot bed of potential conflicts and multi dimensional treacherous 
ambitions. History is a witness, that monopoly of such critical capabilities, from spices to 
oil, can only attract pain and suffering for the population. This is highly undesirable for 
masses of Taiwan. Distribution of cutting edge chip manufacturing capabilities outside 
Taiwan protects the common public from unnecessary political attention and spending.
(3) Good for TSMC: Such competition would help TSMC to invent the foundry capabilities 
both for feature miniaturization and high speed. Currently the foundry innovations are 
concentrated on miniaturization. A healthy competition will boost their excellent inventive 
capabilities even more.
I think it is in TSMC's interest to help Intel succeed. I am more than confident that Intel's 
capabilities would not reduce TSMCs profits and revenue but rather increase it. (I am 
available for a debate on this topic :-))
(4) Global growth without fear: Electronic gadgets are integral part of our lives. And, they 
have a looooong way to go. By democratizing electronics design and productization 
capabilities, a healthy competition is established without fear from political ambitions and 
trade restrictions. 
As comparison - It's' just like growing corn - Since, everyone can grow it wherever they are, 
no one fights about owning the particular corn fields. Everyone focuses how they can grow 
more themselves to increase production. 

At Ambient Scientific Inc. we believe in use of science for betterment of world around as 
while enriching our own lives.

I hope that financial world sees Inte's initiative not only as a vehicle of Intel's growth but 
World Growth as  a whole. 
#semiconductor #ambientscientific #ai #artificialintelligence #machinelearning 
#embeddedsystems #embedded #microcontrollers #microprocessors
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A balanced global supply chain starts with diversifying our geographic footprint. More 
fabs, more geos, more chips for the world. #FabsForTheFuture
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Come join us at #CES2022 booth # 9614  
Powered by groundbreaking innovations, Ambient Scientific brings both the software 
and hardware (AI processor chip) technologies to unleash the magic of AI in portable, 
tiny, battery powered electronics devices and Intelligent IoT sensors including 
AlwaysOn voice, AlwaysOn computer vision and AlwaysOn sensor fusion.
To know more schedule a meeting :  https://lnkd.in/gcRkF-Y8

#ai #iot #ml #embeddedAI #software #OnDeviceAI #AlwaysOn #AlwaysOnVoice 
#computervision #AIProcessor #edgeai #MicroEdgeAI #SensorFusion 
#BatteryPowerAI #artificialintelligence #machinelearning #ces2022
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GP Singh CEO, Ambient Scientific Inc. presents at "AI on Chip Taiwan Alliance" along 
with Subramanian Iyer, Geoffrey W. Burr, Orlando Moreira.
To learn more visit us at #CES2022 #booth 9614  
Powered by groundbreaking innovations, Ambient Scientific brings both the software 
and hardware (AI processor chip) technologies to unleash the magic of AI in portable, 
tiny, battery powered electronics devices and Intelligent IoT sensors including 
AlwaysOn voice, AlwaysOn computer vision and AlwaysOn sensor fusion.
#ai #iot #ml #embeddedAI #software #OnDeviceAI #AlwaysOn #AlwaysOnVoice #c
omputervision #AIProcessor #edgeai #MicroEdgeAI #SensorFusion #BatteryPower
AI #artificialintelligence #machinelearning #ces2022
https://lnkd.in/gqq_Dg9b
        

Ambient Scientific Inc. Presents at AI on Chip Taiwan Alliance
https://www.youtube.com/
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